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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Introduction 

 

Hello, I’m Andrew Smith. 

If you do it right, a home-based business is indeed the perfect 
vehicle to give a shot of financial success as long as everything is stacked 
up in the right way and you go into it with your eyes open. Residual 
income is magnificent. It represents freedom and options. Getting to a 
level of residual income that represents success for you will not be easy, 
but will for sure be worth it. 

This report – “The Ten Pitfalls of Home Based Businesses” is written 
to help you avoid some of the “black eyes” I have had along my journey 
to achieving success in the home-based business industry.  

I had built very successful multi-million dollar “traditional 
businesses”. I got into the home-based business industry the best part of 
a decade ago with the goal of achieving the same financial success 
without the stress of traditional business.  
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I tried several different businesses, did due diligence on over 300 
opportunities and studied and worked with some of the best-known 
names in the industry, but without creating really significant success.  

I decided then to really analyze why someone who by definition 

was a successful businessman couldn’t really accomplish success in the 
home-based business industry, knowing that if things were blocking my 
success then surely they were also preventing people without business 
backgrounds from being successful too. 

When I truly understood some of the things that were stacked 
against me, I also realized how massively stacked they were against 
everyone. Not only did this turn everything around financially for me and 
put me straight on a path to success, it also made me determined to 
share with you what I had analyzed and realized so as to help you avoid 
the pitfalls and in turn give you a better chance of success too. 

I have written this then from the heart and from direct experience. It 
will cover why most people will fail to achieve success with a home-based 
business. By fail, I mean not achieve the financial success they were 
looking for when they started a business in the home-business industry. 

My definition of fail is directly related to income. If you have started 
a business with a goal of a certain income level, failed to reach that, or 
worse, you have gone into debt trying to reach that goal and failed to 
reach that, then this report will look at ten reasons why. 
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I think that at least some, if not most will surprise you, some will 
prove how it can never be your fault, some will show you how directly you 
might be creating that failure. My hope is that overall these ten reasons 
will make you think and analyze before engaging in another home-based 
business and improve the odds of your success. 

Andrew Smith 

 
Andrew Smith may be contacted at: 

andrew@betterideas.com 

805-861-1026 (Pacific Time Zone) 

http://betterideas.com 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #1 – MATH of Recruiting. 

 

 OK let me get straight to the point and it is probably the “dirtiest 
little secret” of the home-based business industry. Most people fail to 
achieve what they thought they would because of the MATH of recruiting. 

 Now let me be clear here. There are many people who join a home 
based business because they truly do love a product and they are happy 
to share that product with others without any real regard to making 
money in that process. 

When I am talking about failing I am talking 
about people who joined a home based 
business to make money and fail to do so. 

In a typical home-based business, the 
compensation plan means that it takes 20-30 
people on the same autopurchase of product 
as you are on for you to make enough money 

to even cover your own autoship of product that you need to buy to 
qualify to get paid in the first place.
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 Let’s be generous and call it 20 to break even - and if you doubt 
this, please do your own studies. What that literally means is that 19 out 
of 20 can NEVER make enough to even break even on their own monthly 

purchase. Not through lack of training or because they didn’t attend the 
“rah rah” meeting, but plain and simple MATH. 

  

  

  The fundamental of ANY business is how to break even as 

quickly as possible. It’s essential than to find a company that has the 
ability to actually retail its products and gain real customers so that break 
even happens quickly and is not dependent on recruiting your way there. 
 
There are product companies that allow you to break even by gaining in 
some cases just a couple of customers. As incredible as it may seem, this 
is not as common as you might think with most companies driving 
compensation through recruiting of other distributors. 
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Obviously, there are no real companies that exist without real customers, 
so finding a company that rewards you for gaining customers is a great 
first step in beating the math of recruiting.  

It’s obviously really important that you find companies that have unique 
products or services that offer real value in the marketplace. That way 
customer gathering is even easier. 

Aside from the direct cost of being a distributor, there are costs of 
marketing and lead development. Again calculating your breakeven and 
getting there as quickly as possible is essential, as is showing others how 
to do the same. 

What I have found is that the best approach is a “synergistic” approach to 
building a business. In my case, it takes me just four people total to cover 
all costs of every aspect of my business, including leads, online presence 
and the costs of partnering with a company. 

Synergistic approaches mean using methods that compliment your main 

business and produce additional income while doing so. If you’d like, you 
can learn more about my synergistic approach at: 

http://betterideas.com 

 So one of the main reasons why people fail; likely it’s why you may 
have failed - It’s not about you, it’s not about training, it’s not about 
“going all in” – it’s about MATH. 
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To avoid this massive pitfall, you must first research the compensation 

plan well enough to understand that math. Beyond that, ask “how will I 
build this business? What are my costs for marketing and lead 

development”? 

ALWAYS ask the question - “how many people does it take to break 
even”? 

There are certainly ways to put math on your side and get it to work for 
you instead of against you. 

Be sure you can gather customers and ideally be rewarded with free 
product or service quickly through customer gathering. 

Look for ways to mitigate marketing costs and look for a synergistic 
approach to building your business. In my case, I was able to break even 
on every cost of doing business with 90% fewer people than the math or 
recruiting would have led to.  

That approach avoided the pitfall of Math of Recruiting, it enabled me to 
help others do the same thing and has driven all our success. It can work 
for you too. 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #2 - INDUSTRY TIMING 

 

Momentum. Boy oh boy is that the most over-used word in the home 
based business industry? 

 If you haven’t already seen a company chart like this one, you will 
for sure see one if you are looking at home based businesses. The theory 
is that you join the company now when it is in pre-momentum, you build 
a business and ride up this majestic wave of company momentum and 
watch your check grow 20 fold. 
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 Sounds great and plausible right? Well what if I suggested that you 
should join my vinyl records business. The company is in pre-momentum 
so if you build a business we can all rise together through momentum 
and make a fortune together. You’d probably and rightly think I was out 

of my mind to even suggest that wouldn’t you? You certainly wouldn’t 
think it smart to join a vinyl records business. 

 You see, while the state of a company in its growth curve tells an 
important story, if that company is in a dead or flat industry it is almost 
certaint that the company will never actually make it out of the pre-
momentum stage. 

 What is truly important is the growth curve of the industry that the 

company is in. It’s how the industry is growing that is really important.  

 Let me give you an example. Anyone who touched real estate in 
just about any capacity between 1998 and 2006 made money. Tilers, 

plumbers, realtors, lenders, title reps all made money. People didn’t have 
to be good at their jobs either – masses of mediocre professionals made 
money.  

 The reason? Well real estate absolutely boomed through those 
years. There was a huge mass of “low hanging fruit” in terms of relatively 
big, easy money when it came to real estate through those boom years. 
That’s not the case now for sure. 

 Of course this isn’t to say that people involved in real estate can’t 
make money now – of course they can, they just have to work much 
harder, way smarter and deal with way more stress to make a lot less 
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money than they did in those years – 
there is almost no “low hanging fruit”. 

So let’s then look at how this affects 
home businesses. The nutrition industry 
boomed through the 90’s into the early 
2000s. Companies did indeed go 
through momentum. There was a lot of 
relatively big and easy money. 

 Nutrition is now almost flat in its growth curve. The industry is in 
consolidation and there are hundreds – perhaps even thousands of 
nutritional companies being created to compete in this relatively flat 
market every year. The low hanging fruit is gone. 

 This is the case for many categories – travel, green products and 
last but not least internet businesses. The internet seems like a magical 
way of creating income. You have probably seen “opportunities” where 
you build a website follow the path of some expensive online course and 
money will flow into your online bank account. Anyone that has actually 
tried this knows that the reality is a long way removed from the promise. 

 The internet boomed through the mid to late 90’s into the early 
2000s. It is now the most hyper-competitive market place to be in. It is 
incredibly difficult, expensive and time consuming to make real money. 
The online courses and trainings offered by the “gurus” typically teach 
you what worked for them 10 years ago when the low hanging fruit was 
truly plentiful. There is little low hanging fruit now unless you are a gifted 
guru yourself. 
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 Just about every boom market, as is well known, has been driven 

by the massive “baby boomer” demographic. From childbirth to old age, 
this group has driven every economic trend. 

To really capitalize on a booming industry then, a great starting point is 

for you to consider “what are the baby boomers looking for?” What trends 
will that demographic create? 

Well the baby boomers drove the housing boom, the technology boom 
and the nutrition boom. Now they are driving booms in industries such as 
anti-aging.  

You can see other booming sectors like buying on the internet and the 
use of social media.  

Millions of baby boomers lost savings and pensions in the crash of 2007. 
That is helping drive the massive trend in people looking for home 
businesses in the first place. 

Consider the wants and needs of the baby boomers and avoid the pitfall 
of Industry Timing. 
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Pitfall #3 - THE 80/20 RULE 

 

 Have you ever heard of the 
80/20 rule? This rule was named 
“Pareto’s Principle” after an economist 
called Vilfredo Pareto. Pareto 
developed this principle when first 
noticing that 80% of his peas came 
from just 20% of the pea pods in his 
garden. 

  

The 80/20 rule applies to just about any aspect of life, particularly business life. Out 
of 100 Doctors, 20 will be stand outs, 80% of Real Estate income is earned by 20% 
of Realtors and so on. 

 Well the 80/20 rule applies to the home business industry just as it does in 
any other industry. There is a really serious issue that means that the 80/20 rule will 
cause massive problems for you in the vast majority of home based businesses. In 
fact it is a huge reason why most people will fail. 
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 Let me explain. 

 Many companies have great products. Everything from supplements to 
legal advice to household products to gold bars. The problem is not then with the 
products. They might be the best on the market. 

 The problem stems from the fact that when people join the business, they 
are adding a monthly commitment to purchase products on autoship that they 
were not purchasing prior to their joining the company. 

 Sure, people may have been buying nutritional products from stores or 
online, people may have sought legal advice when they needed it, people bought 
their loved ones gold jewelry. 

 What you or they don’t do is saddle up for monthly purchases of these 
products or services. You do have to do that though when you join a company like 
that simply so you can qualify to be a part of that company’s pay plan.  

 So here is where the 80/20 rule becomes a problem. We already looked at 
the math of comp plans and why pure math of recruiting causes most to fail. Well 
the 80/20 rule in a home business means that of 100 people joining, 20 will do 
something, 80 will do nothing. The real numbers are more like 2 will go crazy, 4 will 
work and 94 will do nothing but let’s stick with 80/20 to make the point. 

 You see because of Pareto’s Principle it is inevitable that 80 will do nothing. If 
there were no financial implications that would not necessarily be a problem. 
However when the 80% inevitably surface that do nothing, they realize they have a 
monthly expense of typically $100-$300.  
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 Guess what happens next? Well they quit. The average is 90 days. The myth 
of people being so in love with the products that they stick no matter what on an 
autoship is just that – a myth. 

 What that means for you is that it is really difficult to gain traction. People 
drop like flies from their autoships that they did not have before because 80% of 
those joining do nothing, make no money and fall out of “love” with the products 
very quickly. 

 Of course any hope you have of building excellent residual income is of 
course completely tied to the number of people on autoship in this type of 
company. If people are dropping like flies from their autoships, it becomes virtually 
impossible to gain any traction and virtually impossible to build solid residual 

income. If you have tried to build any of these types of companies, then you’ll know 
exactly what I’m talking about. 

 So is there any hope? Well for sure you can be one of the 20% (or realistically 
one of the 2%) and work with the hide of a rhino as the masses fall away as you 
build and you come across other 2% people built with the same thick skin. 

 More sensibly, you can look for a business where the 80/20 rule does not 
have such a negative impact as the company really does have products or services 
that everyone is buying anyway on a consistent monthly basis.  

The best way to avoid this pitfall is to use a synergistic approach to business 
and show others how to do the same. More people making money means more 
people stick around. That better retention makes for much better residual income. 
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Pitfall #4 - SCAMS 

 

 The reality of the home-based business industry is that it is just as 
open to being used for scams as any other type of industry. The 
difference is that it affects more ordinary people when it happens than 
when it happens in just about any other industry. 

 You remember Enron was a huge, headline grabbing scam, yet 
how many individuals were truly negatively impacted by it? If you 
compare that to “Aunt Betty who lost $1000 in some business that turned 
out to be a ponzi scheme”, it’s clear that scams that occur in the home 
business industry will have a much more far-reaching impact on 
individuals. 

 Most people who fail at a home business also place the blame away 
from themselves. For reasons other than it being a scam as discussed in 
other sections, they might well be right.  

 Because they don’t really understand the 80/20 rule or the failure 
through math of recruiting, the assumption tends to be that you must be 
offering a scam in the home business industry. 
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 The consequence is that it’s probably already made you gun-shy 
when it came to actually looking at business opportunities and it has 
certainly made many others gun shy which impacts your ability to build a 
legitimate business. 

 So scams cause failure in multiple ways. Zeek Rewards was one of 
the largest and best-known scams in recent times. Obviously investing in 
that particular ponzi scheme would be defined as a direct failure, but the 
indirect consequence is that it causes failure for many others because of 
the assumption that your business must be “one of those things” despite 
yours being an obviously legitimate company. 

 No home-based business is immune to the knock on effects caused 
by the scams that surface in the industry. There are however ways to 
minimize that knock on effect and reduce the possibility of your failing 
because of it. 

 First of all, don’t get involved in a scam! Don’t be part of the 
problem. We are going to look at personal responsibility in more detail in 
a different section, but in this case it is vital. 

 It sounds obvious doesn’t it – why on earth would anyone get 
involved in a scam? Well we live in an era where instant gratification is 
demanded and expected. An era where the promise of shortcuts can 
many times outweigh rational thinking.  

 In the Zeek Rewards example, many people who I certainly 
considered rational, logical business-minded people invested in 
something that to me looked like a blazing ponzi scheme from a mile 
away.  
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 In fact it got me to seriously question my own thinking at the time to 

make sure I wasn’t losing my mind. Thankfully the scam was exposed 
before I actually convinced myself that I must be wrong because so many 
others I thought of as rational had invested. 

 The promise of massive returns on investment with next to zero 
effort eventually was so persuasive that people shot down their own logic 
and then justified their decision to invest. The direct result – many failed. 
Even those that gained will be forced to compensate those that lost.  

 The indirect effect is that legitimate home businesses are now faced 
with tens or hundreds of thousands of people exposed to a scam that by 
association taints everyone. Most of those that failed won’t take any 
personal responsibility, instead will blame their failure it on being “one of 
those things”.  

So how do you NOT join a scam? Here are some golden rules:  
 
1) Does the product or service truly offer value in the market place? 

 For example, is it truly value in the market place to pay $3500 for a 
set of DVDs, online videos and so on whose primary focus is to teach you 
how to sell the same systems to others? Would you REALLY spend $3500 
on those at Borders Books to do the same thing? 

 If there is no product at all, it almost certainly a scam or at least will 
be treated as one by the authorities no matter how much language is 
used to justify it. 
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 If you do not think that you would actually buy the product or 
service from the business because it does not in any way represent value 
in the market place – don’t join it.  A pretty simple rule that will keep you 
out of most scams. 

2) Does the company produce the product or service? 

 If a company does not produce its own product or service it is 
typically either a re-seller or a marketing company that outsources 
manufacturing. 

 Neither of these necessarily make them scams. In those two 
scenarios the main problem is that they typically have very low income 
producing capability because of tiny margins in the case of a re-seller, or 
massively expensive products relative to the market place in the case of 
the outsourcing company. 

 These both become a problem if the company loads a front-end 
enrollment fee and uses that as income for itself. What I mean by that is if 
a company is for example re-selling a service, it makes a tiny income on 
that re-sold service yet needs to pay good commissions to actually attract 
distributors.  

 If the company then boosts the commissions by using an 
enrollment fee to fund itself because its margins cannot support itself, 
then it becomes a huge problem legally and will make the company a 
target for regulators. 

 Again, rule 1 will typically help you avoid companies that are 
included in rule 2. If the company makes large profit from its products 
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and they are value in the market place, the company does not need to 
grab money on the front end and will typically be a compliant company. 

 
3) Is the business offering massive income with no work? 

 Come on now. Really? If you think that you can join 
something that has a ludicrous payout that has you doing 
ten minutes of work per day with your feet up on the sofa, 
then I have a really nice unicorn and leprechaun in the 
back yard that I’d be willing to sell you! 

Any legitimate business is without any reasonable doubt 
going to require an investment, likely some overhead and without 
exception – effort. 

4) What is the background of the Company? 

 In the internet age, it is possible to do massive research relatively 
quickly. Obvious places would be the Better Business Bureau, but also 
research the Company directly online. 

 There are sites set that claim to expose scams. These have pluses 
and minuses. While for sure if a company shows up with multiple reports 
of scamming then it would certainly be something well worth your 
digging into more.  

The other side is that there are always miserable, negative “victims” that 
whine about just about anything and never seem to take any personal 
responsibility for anything at all. 
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 So use these scam sites as an indicator. If one or two individuals 
have issues, that likely is nothing much to consider as just about any 
company you can think of will have those. If there are many issues and 
reports that certainly should be a red flag requiring further investigation 
on your part. 

 

 Having avoided joining a scam in the first place, when you do join a 
legitimate business, treat it with integrity. Don’t make wild income claims, 
wild product claims. In short, “keep it real”. 

 The more hype and flat out falsehoods are eliminated by those 
building legitimate companies, the more that integrity will prevent 
people falling foul of the scams that prey on people in this business 
model and help people understand that there are truly legitimate 
opportunities out there. 

The network marketing profession is a wonderful place to be if you treat 
it with professionalism. If you decide to be a part of this industry you have 
a responsibility to be a professional in it. 

The more professional entrepreneurs that join this industry, the more it is 
treated professionally and the more that unprofessional or scammy 

conduct is called out, the more that “scams” will become a minor 
annoyance than a major pitfall. 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #5 - WHO YOU JOIN WITH 

 

 “Who you join is far more important than what you join”. As a 

successful entrepreneur in traditional business, I didn’t agree with that at 
first as I thought I would always figure out how to be successful – after all I 
had created two multi-million dollar companies, a home based business 
should be a piece of cake right? 

 Well it took a few years of relative struggle to show me very clearly 
that you have to make extremely good decisions with regard to who you 
partner with when you have decided on what you are partnering with. 

 In fact, I would now suggest that it is just as likely for a typical 
person to achieve success when they join without considering who they 
are partnering with as it is to find one needle in three haystacks – no 
matter how good the company and/or opportunity is. 

 There is so much that needs to line up to allow you to build the 
large organization that is necessary for you to truly succeed. Duplicable 
systems, lead generation platforms, presentation infrastructure, contact 
management systems, duplicable training and so on. 
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 I kind of blundered my way to this realization. Because I had already 
achieved success in traditional business I automatically took 
responsibility for building all this infrastructure in the first opportunities I 

joined. I hadn’t really taken onboard that the skills required and the 
infrastructure required was different in the home business industry to 
traditional business.  

 What that meant was that it took an absolutely massive amount of 
time, energy and effort on my part to build effective infrastructure and 
even when it was in place, I still was inexperienced when it came to 
building a huge organization in the industry as you would expect as they 
were my first ventures in it. 

 Now I achieved success for sure, getting to be the #1 and #2 earner 
in my first two ventures, but I could not build that to where I felt I needed 
to be financially. Fortunately, I met a group that did have the experience 
and the knowledge. 
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 What an incredible difference. That team built organizations of 
hundreds of thousands of people. Almost instantly, I became more 

successful than I had ever been and I didn’t have to “think”. The 
infrastructure was all in play for me to use and plug others into. Stressful 
thinking was a thing of the past and it allowed me just to focus on 
building my business and my teammates’ businesses. 

 Had I joined this very same opportunity on my own I know with 
100% certainty my success would not be anything close to what it is 
today. In fact I would probably have followed the pattern of building to a 
level before I once again ran out of steam trying to build larger.  

 I would also say with 100% certainty that an individual without my 
business background would have basically zero chance of building at all 
in this same opportunity. 

 So, as nice and warm as it is to be introduced to something by your 
family member, friend or colleague, if you do not research who the team 
is that you are partnered with, what their track record is, whether one 
“top earner” is building basically for him or herself or whether they are 
building a true team, you truly are setting yourself up to fail. 

 If you meet an opportunity that meets your criteria, never be afraid 
to research who the best team is, with the most success, with the most 
leaders being developed and the best infrastructure for you and those 
you introduce. 

 A home based business is typically relative chump change to join, 
but it will be hugely costly for you in terms of your time, energy and effort 
if you are in the position where you are getting trained badly or not at all, 
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or if like myself, you are the person that is trying to figure all of this stuff 
out. 

I promise you that it is challenging enough to build and manage a large 
organization without having the responsibility of building an 
infrastructure. 

 In order to be successful, you need to be in a position of “lead 
abundance”, - this means you have more people to talk to than you can 
cope with, you need presentations that do that work for you and you need 
training systems that take that responsibility away from you. NONE of that 
happens when you just join up for a business by signing up on a website. 

 If you have truly taken the decision to build a home based business 
because you know it is the way to create the right financial future for 
yourself and your family, then it is absolutely your responsibility to make 
the right decision in terms of who you partner with to give yourself the 
best chance of accomplishing your goals.  

 If you fail to research the team, or take this part lightly, I assure you 
that your chances of success are next to zero no matter how good the 
opportunity is or appears to be. 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #6 - BUSINESS METRICS 

 

 If you were to ask 1000 people to name a business type that had no 
investment cost or overhead, it’s pretty likely that outside of comedy 
answers like “winning the lottery”, pretty much no one could think of any 

legitimate business that didn’t require both. 

 For some reason, which I personally find bizarre, that logic seems to 
go out of the window when it comes to home-based business. Most 
people expect to start and run them on an absolute shoestring and when 
they do actually make some money, expect to not put it back into the 
business. This flies in the face of the most basic business logic and 
practice. 

 Here’s a personal example. A person joined my team. She is bright, 
rational, has enjoyed success in real estate. She joined, determined that 
she would not spend anything on marketing. She actually managed to 
introduce three others to the business. Now in this case, that meant that 
not only are there now no more direct business costs, but she made 
$600. 
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 I suggested that she then parlay at least 50% of that back into the 
business in terms of lead generation and marketing to start to really grow 

her business. She told me she couldn’t do that because she had bills to 
pay like a new fridge and car tires. 

 She had no comprehension of the most basic business metrics that 
businesses will die if they are not marketed. It came as no surprise to me 
that she later quit or failed in this business. What I think I found most 
bizarre was that she had been a successful realtor so should have had 
some grasp of this. If she sold a house, presumably she parlayed some of 
that profit back into marketing, lead generation or other activity that would 
fuel the next sale? 

 For some reason this obvious logic gets thrown out of the window 
with a home based business. I see it all the time. If the business is not 
profitable in the first month, a spouse will be enraged at this. People put 
massive pressure on the business at the same time that they do not give 
the business what it needs to succeed.  
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 It’s a business! If you open a franchise, you would be lucky to see a 
true profit in six years. My special events companies made losses for two 
years – pretty typical and understood. Home-based businesses don’t 
seem to be treated like this at all. If they are not making a profit, they are 
seen a drain so people quit without ever really investing – it flies in the 
face of logic completely. 

 Now, all that said, in looking at the compensation plan math of 
recruiting as we did earlier combined with the cost of autoships, for sure 
that will leave most people with zero budget for marketing on top of that. 
That is why the crazy building methods of hunting friends and family or 
talking to anyone that can fog a mirror are taught because those 
recruiting “methods” cost nothing. 

 If you have done the research and found a business, at least go into 
it knowing that you WILL need to invest back into the business to market 
it if you want it to grow. 

 In the beginning, budget at least 50% or more of your profits to go 
back into marketing and lead generation. As your business grows, that 
percentage will be less, but it should always be a part of your business 
building.  

 If you join a business with the thought that you’ll spend nothing on 

marketing and you’ll need every cent of profit to go towards household 
expenses, it is inevitable that you will fail. If you owned a coffee shop, 
made a profit from sales, spent all that profit on household costs and did 
not invest back into stock and marketing, how long would the coffee 
shop survive? 
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 In joining a home business “don’t give up the day job”. Keep 
income coming in to the household and take the pressure off the 
business. It is utterly unreasonable to think that a business will catapult 
instantly into enough profit to pay all household expenses. If the profits 
that are made are never re-invested it is absolutely impossible that the 
business will ever get into the position where it can. 

 With the right choice of business, this marketing reinvestment 
should always come from profits and not continually from your pockets. 
Do have a realistic expectation though that perhaps it will take three 
months to be profitable – that is nothing in the real world of business – so 
budget accordingly and set your expectations properly. Ignoring basic 
business metrics is a huge reason why people fail. 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #7 - PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

 In Pitfall #5, I talked about how important it is that you find the right 
team or group to partner with. Assuming you do so, that of course does 
not mean that you then have no responsibility yourself. 

 Have you taken the responsibility of researching the business 
opportunity? Have you done the math on the compensation plan? Have 
you really researched the products or services and if they truly represent 
value in the market place? Have you read and understood the policies 
and procedures of the Company? Have you taken the time to understand 
really what it takes from your side to be successful? 

 Or have you simply thought, “that product seems cool”, “Cousin 
Joe says this is the next big thing”, “people will come to me to get 
involved in this for sure”? Are you just signing up for an opportunity to 
“try it out and see if it works”? Because the “product sells itself”? 

 I have met countless people who have in their words “failed” in the 
home business industry. In most cases the reasons given were they “had 
no upline support”, “no training”, “their family and friends thought it was 

a pyramid” and so on. Very few actually come right out and say “I didn’t 
take personal responsibility for doing proper due diligence”. 
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 The double-edged sword of the home business industry is that they 
are so inexpensive to join, that people tend to not take personal 
responsibility for their own business success very seriously at all. After a 
few minutes of conversation with a friend or family member, or a 10 
minute sales video, they pony up $500 or whatever it is to sign up. 

 If those same people were looking at opening a franchise or other 
business where the typical minimum investments are $100K and up, 
would they just blindly sign up or would they take the personal 
responsibility of researching demographics, competition, marketplace 

and so on? Well if they didn’t, I’m sure they wouldn’t get a ton of 
sympathy from anyone as they lost all their investment. 

 For some reason in the home business industry this all gets skewed. 
Someone signs up, has no clue how to actually build a sustainable 

business, has no training, no skill development, hasn’t even taken 
responsibility to see if they are part of a scam or not, they then typically 
badger friends and family to get involved regardless of the fact that none 
of them may have any entrepreneurial skills anyway and then fail to build 
a business because of “lack of upline support” or some other deflection 
from the reality which was that they took no personal responsibility at all. 

 Now the industry itself should take its share of the blame for this for 
sure. All of the talk of “E-Z Cash”, “Sleep your way to a fortune”, “do 
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nothing and get paid $$$” certainly attract those looking for a shortcut. 
Can it be done easier, quicker, with no effort”? The home business 
industry does for sure tend to hype its way to that particular make 
believe. 

 That said, it is my heart felt recommendation that you take personal 
responsibility for your success very seriously indeed. Not doing so will 
cost you something far more than the few hundred bucks to join. It will 
cost you your time. Lots of time. 

 It will also cost you a knock to your confidence and self-esteem. It 
will probably cause harm to relationships with friends and family. It 
causes many to give up on entrepreneurship because “those things don’t 
work”, which is perhaps the greatest cost and shame of all. 

 This industry can work for you. It works for many people. Success 
starts with taking personal responsibility for due diligence on the 
Company, the team you are going to join, will you research properly, 
how will you run your business? 

 To be successful it is going to take commitment, tenacity, a work 
ethic, a willingness to improve ALL the time. It will take sacrifice. It is a 
business for goodness sakes! Are you willing to do what it takes to be 
successful, starting with taking the time to research the right opportunity 
to begin with and not just sign up for something because it sounds good 
on the sales video. 

 Without doubt there is no better business model for the vast majority 
of people to create the kind of income they want and the kind of income 
that will let them invest in income producing assets. 
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 Most people will never get there because most people will not take 
personal responsibility for finding the right vehicle in the first place or do 
what it takes to build a successful business. If you do take that 
responsibility, you will without a doubt stack the odds massively in your 
favor of creating success and for sure it will help you avoid failure. 
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10 Home-Based 
Business Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #8 - PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

 “You can’t develop economically until you develop personally”. That 
was said to me by a business mentor and I think it is 100% true. 

 There are an incredible number of self-development courses, 
books, DVDs and so on out there. It should be a fundamental part of your 
life to engage with self-development constantly as you grow and develop 
your business.  

 I have partnered with some really excellent people who did fail in 
the home business industry because they never did develop personally 
or mentally. They became very good “mechanically” at the business – 
knew ALL about the products, the compensation, and the nuances of 
everything – but never developed personally or mentally well enough to 
ever become great at building their business. 

 One thing I truly love about the home business industry is that it 
really drives people to develop if they want to be successful. Compare 
that to working for a company or especially a Government type job 
where “standing out” usually causes massive friction among colleagues 
and “superiors”.  
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 An environment where excellence is typically threatening and 
hated. An environment where the safe route of mediocrity is the most 
commonly practiced. You do just enough without sticking your head over 
the parapet. I have lived that life and hated every minute of it. 

In the home business model, the 
success of someone new drives the 
success of those who joined before. 
In this regard, it is the perfect win-win 
business model. No one is 
threatened by you being driven for 

success. In fact it’s the total opposite, 
it is massively encouraged! People 
who recognize that drive will do 
everything they can to help you 
flourish rather than be stifled or 
extinguished. 

 The flip side of course is that most people joining a home business 
have come from that background of encouraged mediocrity. Nothing 
drove them towards personal development and so they don’t develop 
personally or mentally and fail in the home business because like all 
businesses, failure or success is based on production rather than on simply 
showing up. 

 No one will fire you in a home business either. That means there is 
even more room for failure because “goofing off” or actions that would 
actually get you fired in a job will simply get you to not produce in your 
business. There is not even a fear factor to motivate! 
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 Those that do not develop personally or mentally therefore will 
almost always then fail in a home business. 

Outside of the well-known Tony Robbins, Zig Ziglar, Jim Rohn, Robert 
Kiyosaki and so on, where do you go to find books or courses to actually 
engage in this self-development process?  

 Well the really good news is that if you have done your research 
and joined a team of successful home business entrepreneurs, they will 
not only have great suggestions, but will likely provide you with copies, 
because don’t forget that your success drives their success. Perhaps you 
feel that it is your communication skills that need to grow – your team will 
have suggestions for materials for exactly that. 

 So in short, it is not good enough to join a business and become a 
“detail master”. Learning all the nuances of the compensation structure 
does not get you compensated. Learning how to mechanically read a 
script will get you hung up on.  

 Once self-development begins, it starts a fire that becomes very 
difficult or even impossible to put out. Without that fire being started, 
failure is inevitable.  
 
 “You do not have to be great to start this process, but you do have to 
start this process to be great”. ~ Zig Ziglar. 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #9 - THE ROLLERCOASTER 

 Home-based businesses are truly unique as a business model in 
terms of the emotional impact they often have. Obviously the 
fundamental requirement is that you deal with people if you are going to 
be successful.  Dealing with human beings can of course then cause a 
huge range of emotions and can certainly be a rollercoaster. 

 As you build a home-based business, there will be times of great 
positive emotion and negative emotion. People fail to achieve success 
because they sway with these emotions. If they are pitching with the 
rollercoaster on every up and down it builds momentum and the 
rollercoaster typically spits them off. 
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 “Success comes from an ability” - as Anthony Robbins states – “to 
manage your emotional state”. If you can do that and you have the 
tenacity to maintain that over the longer term, then you can take an even 
path through the rollercoaster ride and avoid getting pitched off.  

 It is far from easy and it may in fact be the one trait that is a natural 
part of a successful entrepreneur’s character rather than a skill that they 
have learned. That said I am certain it is possible to develop a skill in 
managing the emotional state, but it for sure takes effort. 

 So how does this work? Well in one example, someone who joined 
a home based business will be so excited and emotionally “up” about the 
opportunity, the product or the service that they blast their friends and 
family about it all. The friends and family – most typically who are not 
entrepreneurial – then become a wall of negativity and crush the 
enthusiasm of that person. 

 This can and does pitch many people off the rollercoaster at the 

very first turn. It’s why training to go and badger friends and family, which 
seems to be a mainstay of so much “training” in the home-based 
business industry, is so destructive. 

 Even with good training in place that teaches people to build a 
business professionally rather than by hunting down friends and family, 
the rollercoaster is still there. 

 Let’s say you follow the training and the systems and you haven’t 
had anyone join your business for a month, doubt sets in. Do the systems 
work? Is this really the right business? Combine that with a few more 
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“no’s” or negative responses and the downward motion can be out of 
control and off the rollercoaster you go. 

 Conversely, you bring three people on board in a week. What an 
upward emotional move that is! Then a 
month goes by, no one else has joined. One 
of the three has quit, whoosh! Throw in a 
negative spouse or significant other and 
down races the rollercoaster. 

It happens all the way through. Your first 
new business partner is often the very 
hardest, then the first 10, and the first 100, 
and so on. How do you get others to do 
what you do? Your best person quit to go to 
a shiny object business! You brought in 
three more aces! Up and down all the way 
along the journey. 

If you cannot manage to keep an even 
emotional state throughout that ride, it will 

almost certainly pitch you off. Those that never get too “up” or too “down” 
in response to that motion are the ones who embrace the most success at 
the end of the ride. 

There can be many factors outside of the business itself that can cause 
the rollercoaster of emotion too. Family bereavement, divorce, ill health 
and similar major events or traumas. Without wishing in any way to 
trivialize any of these things, successful entrepreneurs all seem to have 
the ability to compartmentalize these events. 
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 In other words, obviously deal with the immediate nature of these 
events, but don’t let them interfere with the business building. It is at 
times like these that the nature of a home-based business as perhaps 
being thought of as a “hobby” or something part time would show itself. 

 If you have a lot on the line in terms of a huge investment of 
massive commitment in a business or for that matter a job, people do 
find a way to compartmentalize.  

In my case, the loss of a close family member coincided with my opening 
a brand new traditional business. This had a massive investment, huge 
logistical challenges and a fixed window of contract. 

 I went away for a few days for the immediate aftermath of the 
bereavement, but I had no choice but compartmentalize my emotions 
about it all in order to function responsibly and professionally to make 
the new business a success. 

 Over time, I processed the emotions in the compartment. Had I let 
those emotions overpower me, I would have lost a contract, a business, 
several million dollars, and negatively impacted the lives of my 
employees and their families. 

 I treat my home-based business in the same way despite it not 
having any of the risk or consequences compared to that traditional 
business. I do however see many people who completely quit all activity 
on their business because they have allowed the emotion of an external 
event to overpower them. 
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 I understand that a home-based business might seem trivial in 
those circumstances and easy then to blow off if there are external 
negative issues. 

 The reality is though that a home-based business has a massive 
upside potential with tiny downside risk and so truthfully should be 
treated even more seriously than a business that cost a million dollars to 
start. That means an ability to compartmentalize emotion is really even 
more important, but most people will not or cannot do that and the 
rollercoaster will pitch them off. 

 So, the home-based business rollercoaster has many twists, turns, 
ups and downs. Internal twists like rude people, doubt, negative 
thoughts, positive thoughts, successes, quitters and so on. Combine that 
with external pressures, emotions and circumstances and it is a wild ride.  

 Flowing with the turns will make them bigger and steeper until it 
throws you off. Keeping a “low profile” and not getting up with the ups or 
down with the downs will give you the best chance of getting through the 
whole ride unscathed and successful. If you are on a rollercoaster with a 
very significant successful destination, it will likely be a four-year ride. 

A ride very much worth taking. 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

Pitfall #10 - WORKING AT HOME 

 

 I enjoyed a lot of success with traditional businesses, most notably 
in the special events industry. That success came at a price. I was never 
home, had huge overhead and a ton of stress. I joined the home-based 
business industry then on the idea of making the 
same income with almost no overhead or stress, 
but it was the ability to work from home on my 
terms that was by far the most attractive idea. 

 Why then would I say that working at home 
causes failure? Well like many things that appear 
attractive at face value, when you get a little 
deeper there can be all kinds of issues. 

 In the beginning I loved every minute. With 
my family, in my space, choosing my hours, the 
kitchen nearby. It was everything I had been 
missing and I thought it was just a perfect way to 
build a business. 

 Reality set in along the journey when I was not achieving anything 
like the kind of success I thought that I would or should. In analyzing why 
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I was not achieving really significant success, one of the things I realized 
was that simply working from home – at least in the way I was – was 
certainly slowing down my success. 
 
 Building a business of any kind takes focus. For sure a home-based 
business can be built part time – in fact I would say they are designed that 
way – but whether they are built part time or full time, that time must be 
focused. 

 By definition working at home means you have all the comforts of 
home around you. It’s extremely easy to become very disorganized and 
unfocused with your business at home. Starting the productive time late 
because, well, you were enjoying the morning? Starting productive time 
then “just making a quick bite”. 

Finishing early because school 
is out and you want to play 
soccer with your child. 
Answering a question from 
your spouse or child in the 
middle of a call. Taking out the 
trash. 

 I have done all of those 
and many, many more. It’s so easy to justify all of that too because you 
are “working at home” and “flexible”. Well that may be true but it’s 
virtually a certainty that also means “unproductive” and “unsuccessful”. 

Other things that come into play when working at home would be 
pressure if your significant other were unsupportive or negative. I have 
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been incredibly fortunate in that regard, but can only imagine how much 
pressure it must add to work at home in those circumstances. 

 So here‘s the reality. In order to be successful and avoid failing it is 
absolutely essential to treat the business seriously and with focus whether 
part time or full time. For me, I chose to take up an office. It gave me a 
schedule. My family understands my schedule and it just is part of our 
lives. I still set my own hours of course and I never have or will miss things 
like my Son’s kindergarten graduation, but it takes my business to the 
serious level that is required.  

 When I come into the office, I’m here to work. There are no 
distractions. My productivity went through the roof as did my income. I 
am a huge advocate of having a private office to build a home-based 
business even though that sounds like it’s illogical. 

 Now in the beginning, typically you may have no budget for an 
office space. In that case a shared office might be a solution. Shared 
offices cost next to nothing if you shop around and are a good solution 

especially for part time use. 

If that is not an option, it truly is essential that you 
have a room in the house that is dedicated to 

business building. That doesn’t just mean that it’s 
where the phone and computer is kept! That 
room must be an exclusive zone. You must come 
to agreements with your family that it is an 
exclusive zone from X time to Y time on these 

days and unless it is an emergency, they cannot come in. 
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 When that agreement exists, it then becomes all on you to avoid 
the temptation of “just a quick coffee/sandwich”, “I’d rather take this call 
in the garden” and the like. It is not easy to maintain that discipline at all 
at home. 

 A solid home-based business with the right infrastructure should 
allow you to build it in 2-3 focused hours per day. What that means is 
talking to new people 2-3 hours per day. Making coffee and a sandwich 
cuts out 30 minutes of that. It is very easy to think “phew that was a busy 
day”, but if you track your numbers you soon realize how little you 
accomplished.  

Working from home! The perfect example of “careful what you wish for”! 
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10 Home-Based Business 
Pitfalls 

And How to Avoid Them! 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

The idea of a home business makes so much sense. Working at home on 
your own schedule, creating residual income to set you financially free. 

The object of this eBook was to at least let you think about some of the 
main pitfalls before you start a home-based business and I hope I have 
provided you with value with respect to that. 

Take the time to evaluate an opportunity, to understand the breakeven 
point, to do your proper due diligence. Doing so will certainly save you 
money and more importantly it will save your time, energy and effort.  
 
Once you find an opportunity that fits the bill, know that success will likely 
be at the result of a rollercoaster ride. Not an easy ride to endure at times 
for sure, but a ride that is very much worth taking. A ride that will set you 
free.   

My Very Best,  

Andrew Smith 

andrew@betterideas.com 

http://betterideas.com         
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